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East of England Coastal Conference  

 

Ministerial Foreword 
 
The East of England's beautiful and varied coast line is one of the region's 
most valuable assets. It attracts visitors from around the country and the 
world; inspires artists and is a marvellous recreation facility for thousands. But 
it is not a static resource. Centuries of erosion and flooding have changed and 
continue to change it. But, now the forces of nature are threatening its very 
existence in some areas. They are also making the lives of its inhabitants, 
particularly those in the more deprived communities, much tougher by making 
it difficult to access public transport, local health services and, most 
importantly, jobs. 
 
There is no, one size fits all, solution to coastal change. In some cases it will 
demand adaptation; in others diversion and preventative barricading bearing 
in mind, at all times, the need to tackle the deprivation that so often 
accompanies it.  This is why the East of England Coastal Initiative is so 
important. It is a coalition of local people and organisations, both public and 
private, who understand the complexities of the problem and the sensitivities 
about its solutions. This report is the result of the East of England Coastal 
Conference the Initiative held last year and contains its recommendations on 
the work that Government must do with partners across the region to make 
sure that the communities who live on our lovely coast are as involved as 
possible in the decisions about, and plans for, for their future. 
 
I am proud to be the champion the East of England's Coastal Initiative in 
Westminster and Whitehall and I will do everything I can to ensure that the 
recommendations contained within this report are heeded and that a way 
forward is found. 
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East of England Coastal Conference  

 

1: Executive Summary 
The pre-conference dinner discussion for Coastal Initiative Board members 
focussed around how the bodies represented could work together better in 
future to tackle the challenges faced by the region’s coastal communities.  
The dinner delegates highlighted a number of key points in responding to 
these challenges: 
 
• the need to take a truly sustainable approach to the impacts of coastal 

change – considering social, economic and environment 
• the need to be clear what we mean by a sustainable future and prepare to 

tackle the tough questions around the regeneration of places which may or 
may not have a sustainable future and 

• the vital requirement for policy-makers to listen to our coastal communities 
and show how they have taken account of their views. 

 

The Conference, held on 13 October 2008, was designed to move the 
region’s “Coastal Initiative” into its next phase.  The Initiative aims to tackle 
the twin challenges of coastal deprivation and coastal change in an integrated 
fashion and the conference therefore brought together about 100 senior 
delegates from regional bodies, local councils and other stakeholders to 
network, discuss the evidence and comment on the Initiative’s direction.   

The Regional Minister set the scene by outlining the challenges faced by the 
East coast and urging participants to work together to tackle these.  The 
morning session presented the evidence which the Initiative had pulled 
together and allowed discussion in smaller workshop groups.  After lunch the 
conference considered issues in parallel by means of smaller workshop 
groups.  Two groups discussed regional responses to “coastal” policy, 
covering the Defra consultation on appraisal for flood and coastal erosion risk 
management; how coastal issues could be reflected in the Regional Spatial 
Strategy; and how regeneration could be managed on the coast.  Two groups 
discussed the objectives of a regional Coastal Forum, membership and how 
the Forum might work.   
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In the final session, the conference received and discussed the experience of 
another UK region (the North West) in tackling some of the same issues and a 
view from the European Commission on Integrated Coastal Zone 
Management Policy. 

As next steps the Initiative Board agreed the following priority actions: 

• Feed-back to Departmental Ministers of conference delegates’ views; 

• Further development of the evidence-base on governance by letting a 
contract to investigate governance arrangements in three case-study 
areas with strong input from Local Authorities in those areas; 

• Focussed input into the review of the Regional Spatial Strategy, led by 
Norfolk County Council in concert with the other “Section 4(4)” Authorities; 

• Input into the East of England Environment Forum’s project on “Valuing 
Ecosystems Services” as a first step to improving valuation of coastal 
(particularly intangible) assets; 

• Bringing stronger input onto the Coastal Initiative Board from the South of 
the coastal region by inviting Essex County Council to join the Board; 

• Developing an approach to considering questions around the interaction of 
regeneration with coastal change;  

• Providing greater support to Local Authorities in engaging their 
communities in understanding long-term risk; and 

• Working on a regional coastal website as a first step to establishing an 
informed network or forum. 
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East of England Coastal Conference  

 

2: Introduction 

On 13 October 2008, the Coastal Initiative Board hosted a conference at the 
Orbis Centre in Lowestoft intended to consider the evidence gathered so far 
with Local Authority members and other stakeholders, identify any remaining 
evidence gaps and begin work on a vision and strategy for the Coast.  The 
conference also considered a long-term reporting mechanism for the future of 
the Initiative, such as a Forum or network made up of regional and local 
coastal decision-makers.  The Environment Agency funded and organised the 
conference as one of their inputs to the Initiative.  The conference agenda is 
at annex A. 

Three observations led to the birth of the East of England Coastal Initiative, a 
multi agency project, initiated by the Government Office, and steered by a 
partnership of EEDA; EERA; English Partnerships; the Environment Agency; 
Natural England; the coastal Local Authorities, represented by Norfolk County 
Council and Suffolk Coastal District Council; and Sustainability East. 

• The coast of the East of England is among the most environmentally 
rich, most scenic and economically diverse landscapes in the country. 
It is an extremely complex and dynamic environment. It is one of the 
regions most valuable – and often underrated and underutilised – 
assets. 

• The coast is also home to some of our most deprived communities.  
Our coastal communities and economies face changes and pressures 
that, although different in character, are as challenging and far 
reaching as those facing communities directly affected by growth. 

• The coast and its communities also need to address some significant 
challenges associated with climate change; a fragile, changing 
coastline; and significant areas of high-value agricultural land and rare 
habitats vulnerable to flooding and salting.  
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The Initiative has very ambitious aims - to enable regional, sub-regional and 
local stakeholders to use and value the coast and its associated assets as a 
tool to build economic opportunities to address the socio-economic needs of 
the most deprived communities without losing the environmental wealth; and 
to bring a more refined approach to consideration of managing the effects of a 
changing climate and our changing coastline. 
 
The Initiative has been divided into phases to enable delivery: 
 

• Phase I is the evidence phase.  Its aim is to pull together a shared 
evidence-base which can be used as the basis for the development of 
a coastal vision and strategy and which can be shared with decision-
makers at national, regional and local levels to enable policy 
integration.   

 
• Phase II is the vision phase.  Its aim is to engage with decision-makers 

to agree a vision or direction for the coast and how the issues raised by 
the evidence might be addressed.   

 
• Phase III is the action phase.  It aims to take forward the Initiative’s 

ambitious aims building on a shared understanding of the evidence and 
how to address the issues it raises. 

 

The East of England Coastal Initiative has now existed for just under two 
years, with a full time project manager since January 2008.  The conference 
therefore represented a key point in the development of the Initiative and an 
opportunity for stakeholders to comment on its progress and future direction.  
This report provides an additional opportunity for stakeholders to feed in their 
views.   
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East of England Coastal Conference 
 
 
3: Report of preparatory dinner 
 
Chris Hilliard, GO-East’s Interim Regional Director hosted a dinner discussion 
with senior representatives of the Coastal Initiative Board on the 12 October.  
The dinner was an opportunity for senior representatives from the region to 
discuss some of the key issues ahead of the main event, to help develop their 
own understanding as well as identify points that might be fed into the next 
day’s proceedings. 
 
The round-table discussion was guided by two questions: 

• How do we reach a shared understanding of the meaning of ‘sustainable 
coastal communities’? 

• How can we ensure that regeneration of communities takes account of 
coastal change? 

These were considered together, as many of the potential answers proved to 
be inter-related. 
 
The discussion began by considering the need for a long-term vision for the 
coast, or at least a more widely-shared appreciation of how it is likely to 
change.  This is important if communities are to begin to take account of 
coastal change in pursuing regeneration plans, as well as in understanding 
what a ‘sustainable coastal community’ can and should mean in practice. 
 
Developing a vision for the coast poses particular challenges.  It needs to take 
place across administrative boundaries, as coastal processes do not align 
with administrative units.  It also requires effective means of communicating 
what the coast might look like in future, based on the best available evidence 
and potential choices about levels of human intervention; this might, for 
example, use a number of scenarios based upon different levels of 
investment. 
 
Any such scenarios need to look to the long-term (e.g. 50-100 years), which 
can be a further barrier to engagement and understanding.  In this context the 
potential value of effective visualisation techniques was stressed, as there is a 
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sense that too few people may understand the implications of climate change 
for the coast.  Scenario-planning in this way could help to give places greater 
certainty about the future. 
 
The risks in doing so were also recognised, in particular of blight in areas that 
could be lost to erosion or inundation.  This led to the observation that 
developing a ‘vision’ (and, by implication, an acceptance of change) could not 
be divorced from a shared understanding of how places would be helped to 
adapt.  This means a mature discussion with communities, a clear 
identification of mechanisms and a demonstrable ‘joining-up’ across agencies 
and government policies. 
 
It was also pointed out that this conversation would be different – and would 
need to be handled accordingly – in different places.  Some communities 
have long experience of coastal erosion, which has helped to shape 
expectations; in other places coastal change, and responses to it, could have 
more unexpected impacts (which might require a more gradual process of 
informing and understanding).  Equally, the range of interests and value of 
assets in different places needs to be understood in this process, as they vary 
considerably from place to place. 
 
As an extension of this last point, it could be asked whether national cost-
benefit models that underpin investment decisions by government agencies 
should be tailored more closely to regional or local circumstances.  This 
debate – and indeed the entire question of how coastal change could be 
reflected in decisions about places – might be illuminated by using case 
studies that illustrate some of the key tensions and lessons (e.g. examples of 
regeneration spending in areas of high flood risk). 
 
Participants recognised the urgency with which these issues needed to be 
addressed, in the light of climate change, the need to invest public funds 
wisely and the importance of giving communities greater certainty (and, where 
necessary, time to adapt).  The Coastal Initiative provided an important 
opportunity to do this, but would need to develop persuasive and realistic 
‘asks’ of Whitehall to have greatest impact. 
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East of England Coastal Conference 
 
 
4: Summary of conference proceedings 
 
4.1 Presentations on the evidence and its implications 
 
Chris Hilliard welcomed delegates to the conference and reported on the 
broad views aired at the dinner-discussion. 
 
Dr Charles Beardall, as conference chair, underlined the challenges which the 
Coastal Initiative is attempting to address and the commitment of the Board 
partners to working together to tackle these. 
 
The Regional Minister, Barbara Follett, gave the keynote speech.  She 
opened by updating conference delegates on the action the Government is 
taking in relation to the economic situation and the constraint this is likely to 
place on spending.  She then moved on to discuss issues specific to the 
coast: 
 
• lack of access to services due to isolation and peripherality 
 
• levels of deprivation on coast which could become even more challenging 

as a result of coastal change 
 
• the impacts of coastal change which are already being seen, the suffering 

it causes and the likely increase of such impacts as a result of climate 
change 

 
• importance of the beauty of the coast for both inhabitants and tourists 
 
• her personal view that as much of the coast should be protected as 

possible 
 
• but that it will not be possible to protect all areas of the coast in the future 

– which will entail some tough choices 
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• her belief that solutions need to recognise that, in these choices, 

communities need to buy in to the decision-making process and that 
communities should not suffer as a result of Government “moving the goal-
posts” 

 
• the opportunity that culture offers as a tool for regeneration - particularly 

the opportunities provided by the “Sea Change” programme 
 
• the priority she places on coastal policy and achieving the aims of the 

Coastal Initiative. 
 
She placed these thoughts in the context of the visits she has made 
personally including her visit following the tidal surge in November 2007 and 
the round-table meeting she chaired in Felixstowe in June 2008.  She 
expressed her strong desire to meet with new Ministers to discuss the 
situation on the East coast and encouraged delegates to think innovatively, 
particularly around funding options such as European funding programmes. 
 
Ivan Annibal outlined the findings of the socio-economic study on the value of 
the coast to the regional economy which had been commissioned by EEDA 
as part of the evidence-base for the Initiative.  The study had used district and 
borough boundaries as the basis for data and the approach had been highly 
collaborative making use of two facilitated workshops with local authority 
officers during the summer of 2008.  Spatially, the study had shown the 
relative self-containment of the coast and that it could be divided into four 
broad zones.  These four zones had been analysed in terms of the balance 
between jobs and houses and mapped against the Key Centres of 
Development and Change set out in the East of England Plan. 
 
Economically, Ivan highlighted the high value of the coast to the regional 
economy (£28bn GVA) which, when combined with the population statistics, 
resulted in an economy comparable to Northern Ireland.  The socio-economic 
statistics were relatively weak compared to the regional economy as a whole.  
He set out what targets would be required to pull the coastal economy up to 
the same level as the rest of the regional economy. 
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Environmentally, Ivan reminded delegates of the challenges posed by erosion 
and flood risk and the opportunities which might also be provided.  He 
highlighted the need for the region to consider what long-term direction was 
required for the coast and suggested that Integrated Coastal Zone 
Management could be developed by Local Authorities with support from the 
Environment Agency.  He also highlighted the need to improve valuation in 
the Shoreline Management Plan process. 
       
Peter Frew set out the work North Norfolk District Council had undertaken to 
consider a sustainable future for the North Norfolk Coast.  He set out the 
issues they were facing as a result of the policy proposals of “No Active 
Intervention” in the Shoreline Management Plan.  The Council had worked 
with consultants to establish the costs of this policy and to move the debate 
on to consider an adaptation approach.  He set out some possible adaptation 
options such as roll-back, rebuilding assets and financial support for 
individuals.  Finally, Peter set out the aims of the Coastal Management Plan 
which the Council was developing in response. 
 
The panel discussion covered questions relating to the level at which 
decisions should be made, how communities who will be affected by coastal 
change (but who perhaps do not live on the coast) will be brought into 
decision-making, how economic aspirations and adaptation might be 
reconciled and how Integrated Coastal Zone Management might provide 
some of the answers.   
 
In response, the panel underlined the importance of considering issues 
affecting the coast at all levels – national, regional and local - and highlighted 
the importance of existing mechanisms such as Regional Spatial Strategies 
and Sustainable Community Strategies as ways of doing this.  They also 
highlighted the need for delegates to take responsibility for ensuring issues 
affecting the coast are given sufficient consideration in these strategies and 
plans.  Similarly, public engagement work should use local partnerships as a 
tool taking a more multi-agency approach – those taking decisions should use 
these mechanisms and avoid taking decisions in isolation.  And in many 
cases, this work will need to be cross-boundary.  The key role of Local 
Authorities in this process was particularly highlighted by the panel. 
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Because the coast is not uniform, a spatial understanding of how the East 
coast works was crucial in considering future direction, for example, Ipswich 
and North Norfolk worked in different ways.  This meant that the process of 
deciding direction needed to be based on “bottom-up” detail from the Districts 
and smaller spatial units and needed to marry up the large-scale and small-
scale pictures in order to ensure that communities are sustainable into the 
long-term, that coastal management is adapted to climate change and that 
there is regional economic sustainability.  Interestingly, the four spatial zones 
identified in the socio-economic report almost matched the Shoreline 
Management Plan boundaries which therefore provided a good basis for the 
development of visions or direction for each zone.  Equally, the current state 
of the coast as relatively isolated in socio-economic terms needed to be 
recognised in planning to address its comparatively poor socio-economic 
statistics. 
 
Finally the panel challenged delegates to rise to the challenge of responding 
to coastal change.  Putting more funding into defences is not necessarily the 
answer as the coast will change, for example by losing beaches against hard 
defences.  Integrated Coastal Zone Management might provide some 
answers and it was felt that the Government should lead on saying that the 
coast should be managed in an integrated way. 
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4.2 Breakout-discussions on the evidence 
 
The conference divided into four break-out groups to gain agreement around 
the evidence, identify evidence gaps and suggest how any gaps could be 
filled.  They considered whether North Norfolk’s work had resonance across 
the rest of the coast and discussed the first draft vision articulated by Globe 
which pulled together the Regional Economic Strategy and East of England 
Plan’ visions. 
 
All groups recognised and identified with the broad-brush picture of the East 
coast painted by the Globe report but all raised points of local detail and the 
need for a finer-grained analysis at a more local level.  In particular, many 
delegates felt that the London effect was underplayed and the picture of a 
surplus of jobs over houses didn’t seem right.  There was a feeling that 
Southend should be a subset of zone D with greater connection to the West 
and London than coastal Essex.  Delegates agreed that the coast was 
generally quite self-contained but it was not felt that this self-containment was 
sustainable.  For example, it was felt that Lowestoft and Great Yarmouth 
needed to be part of a wider economy and market, encompassing at least 
Norwich and its environs. 
 
It was felt that the picture of the high value of the coast would be strengthened 
by an understanding of the value of intangibles such as culture, environment 
and community.  It was also felt that an understanding of tourism potential and 
how social issues are different in different coastal communities would be 
useful, for example, the North Norfolk coast has 18 wards and the poorest 
and richest were both situated on the coast.   
 
There were specific characteristics of the coast such as the 180 degree 
footprint for markets, resources and partners which could justify specific 
policy.  Equally, coastal areas often attracted those looking for lifestyle 
change, including retirement, which could affect the socio-economic statistics 
and built a case for separate consideration to the rest of the region.  Because 
of this difference in demographics, it was felt that coast is different to the rest 
of the region.  In addition, some delegates felt that the special nature of the 
coast provided opportunities such as offshore wind and cultural activity in 
certain places.  Although the Globe study does not examine culture in any 
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great detail, there has been some work carried out that has found vibrant 
secondary industries that are there because of the location.  Delegates 
therefore felt it would be a mistake to try to replicate inland solutions.   
 
However, other delegates felt that the individual issues were the same as 
elsewhere but there were particular mixes of issues that were characteristic of 
different communities and parts of the coast.  Examples included former 
tourism accommodation becoming houses in multiple occupation and the 
general draw of cheap accommodation that “attracts deprivation.”  The groups 
agreed that the key was to integrate policies which affect coastal communities 
and to provide a flexible and supportive framework.   
 
Groups agreed that there needed to be a mechanism for injecting more of a 
coastal focus to regional strategies given the size and importance of the 
coastal economy and a need for a consensus in how the region thinks about 
coast and similar processes.  The region also needed to be more upfront 
about some of the issues affecting coast in these strategies.  In particular, 
strategies need to address the confidence issue because there is no 
confidence in growing coastal business because of the concerns over security 
of tenure.  The strategies should make the coast an advantageous place to 
invest, with different opportunities flagged in different places.  In particular, the 
need for an improved “coastal” policy in the East of England Plan was 
emphasised by a number of delegates.   
 
Regeneration of coastal areas needed to be sympathetic to their coastal 
location and characteristics.  This might mean that regeneration could build on 
traditional coastal and marine industries but there would also need to be 
diversification of investment into new industries, such as renewable energy.  
In doing this, regeneration should be realistic but ambitious; ensuring that 
technologies and ideas developed could be replicated or used inland as well 
as on the coast.  When considering the coast’s future, delegates felt that 
account should be taken of the tangible and intangible characteristics of 
coastal areas and not create a coast that is the same as every other coast.     
 
There was some discussion of the need to improve the evidence-base used 
for Shoreline Management Plans and the Environment Agency’s Estuary 
Strategies.  These were felt to draw on good science with economic input but 
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that the valuation process could be improved, particularly the appraisal of land 
values, to ensure community acceptance.  The groups tended to agree with 
Globe that there was a need to widen the scope of Shoreline Management 
Plans (SMPs) to cover heritage and other infrastructure and that there was 
currently a disparity between the Defra interpretation of the Green Book 
approach and what is at risk.  Although there is some socio-economic 
consideration in the weighting in favour of deprived communities, it was felt 
that this does not take account of the blighting effect of decisions which can 
cause new deprivation.  “Blight” also affects areas which aren’t at risk but 
which are connected geographically.  It was recognised that an improved 
approach might result in every area being a priority but it was felt that, with a 
better evidence-base, these documents could be used for other purposes.   
 
Some groups discussed the need for greater flexibility in interpreting and 
applying planning policy to avoid blight and the need to match up planning 
and erosion and flood risk management timescales.  The specific issue aired 
was that placing a community in “zone 1” when it is well defended and likely to 
be so for the foreseeable future was an unnecessary restriction.  It was felt 
that the Environment Agency approach was not always flexible enough and 
neither was Natural England’s responses in discharging their duty to protect 
habitats and biodiversity in a range of circumstances, including when 
objecting to flood defence works and water abstraction proposals.  However, it 
was felt that there needed to be a balance between “future proofing” decisions 
and plans and realistic assessment and recognition of current and short-term 
flood risk and possible impacts.  Examples of these issues playing out in 
practice included Canvey Island, Felixstowe, King’s Lynn and Lowestoft.  
Although the ability of the Environment Agency, regeneration bodies, 
developers and local planning authorities to find sustainable solutions had 
been demonstrated in a few cases, it was felt that there needed to be greater 
freeing up of development in areas that have invested in adequate protection 
but are still categorised as being at risk of flooding.  If the region was to make 
the most of these places, it was felt that it needed to break the self 
perpetuating cycle of flood risk leading to lack of investment in infrastructure 
leading to blight and increasing social exclusion – which in turn creates 
conditions that attract deprivation. 
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When discussing North Norfolk’s work, delegates felt that it contained some 
very good pointers for the rest of the coast and that it needed to be replicated 
(but not copied exactly) in other areas.     
 
In terms of the vision, it was felt that coastal issues and solutions needed to 
be mainstreamed rather than try to find separate solutions.  A vision with this 
aim in mind could be useful but it would need to be specific to the coast and 
address the impacts of social deprivation and physical risk.  The current early 
draft vision also suggested that there was a homogeneous coastal sub-region 
which is not there in reality – there is therefore some value in zoning to break 
down the vision.  Some groups felt that a key role for a vision would be to 
engage with people and communities as a vision could not be imposed.  
There was felt to be a need for a single and shared vision for the coast and 
that Integrated Coastal Zone Management was the way forward. 
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4.3 Discussion on future direction of the Initiative 

 
The conference again split into discussion groups to consider two different 
issues: the potential for a regional Coastal Forum to aid join-up; and how 
policies affecting the coast could be improved. 
 
4.3.1 Potential Coastal Forum  
 
Discussions in the two groups considering a role for a future forum did not 
reach consensus on the shape of any forum.  The groups used the Board’s 
proposed objectives and suggestions as the basis for their discussion.  This 
proposal can be found at Annex B to this report.   
 
Most delegates agreed that a forum of some sort was required and agreed 
with the suggested list of objectives.  They suggested that the objectives 
should be prioritised with bullet point 3 (facilitate integration of policies and 
investment decisions) most important.  Some delegates felt that a forum could 
add great value by providing a voice and “clout” but that it would be necessary 
to rationalise existing coastal bodies.  Others felt that communication and two 
way information flow would be a key role for a forum, providing a mechanism 
for Local Authorities to up skill and agree consistency of messages.  It would 
put a coastal voice on the agenda and be a champion for some key shared 
issues.  It could possibly help with some contentious issues and tensions, in 
particular flood defence investment decisions where there is a North v South 
divide, tensions distracting from joint working, developing a shared 
understanding of how to interpret planning policy on the coast, a need for a 
mechanism that will deliver fairness and a route to influence regional and 
national policy-making.  It was felt that a forum might enable joint discussion 
and consideration of priorities and options – facilitating better integration and 
could be a safe environment to discuss and exchange ideas.  Importantly, 
delegates generally agreed that any forum should not seek to duplicate 
accountability.  It was therefore felt that a forum could do some strategic 
things and some operational ones but would need to be directed.  It could 
have a strategic overview at regional level with several different layers to 
enable it to fulfil these roles. 
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Other delegates felt that the Initiative should start with a realistic and modest 
forum then building up if members found that it was adding value.  Another 
option could be for a forum to act as a means to review existing structures 
and funding decisions and rectify the situation by mainstreaming coastal 
issues, acting as a task and finish group.  It was felt that the region needed to 
make existing decision making mechanisms, processes and governance 
work, such as Local Strategic Partnerships (LSPs) and Sustainable 
Community Strategies, and that seeking to bypass them would not be 
effective.  However, some delegates flagged that they felt that existing 
processes run without effective involvement of communities – leading to 
problems when the impacts of decisions are recognised at a later stage.  It 
was possible that a forum could help LSPs and support implementation of 
their strategies.  Felixstowe Futures was suggested as an example of a group 
with too narrow a focus as were the group making flood defence decisions. 
 
There was some discussion over whether it was appropriate to have one 
forum covering the whole of the coast given the different coastal zones 
identified by Globe.  One suggested solution was to have sub-groups for 
different areas of coast.  It was felt that whatever the solution the forum 
needed to be connected both up and down to ensure that all the different 
players were involved and “bought in” to the discussions. 
 
One group agreed that a “management group” was required as well as a 
forum but that it would be necessary to consider representatives and 
constituencies. 
 
One suggestion was that the forum could be the legacy of the Coastal 
Initiative and commission research to fill gaps.  Many delegates felt that 
resource issues were the key constraint with some suggesting that ongoing 
commitment from the GO was key and others suggesting that the regional 
assembly would be the ideal body with whom the Forum should be 
associated.  Some delegates suggested the use of European funds or the 
Adaptation Tool-kit to resource a forum.  Continued buy-in was particularly 
important with all those involved showing a willingness to take part and feeling 
that they have adequate representation.  Finally, some delegates felt that the 
conference had acted as a “proto-forum” and that the level and quality of 
debate was a good omen for future joint working. 
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4.3.2 Input to policy formation 
 
Discussions in the two groups considering policy covered a wide range of 
interests including regional planning, developing an approach to regeneration 
on the coast and improving the cost-benefit appraisal process used for SMPs 
and Estuary strategies. 
 
The group discussing how coastal issues should be reflected in regional plans 
and strategies felt that there had to be flexibility to cover the range of coastal 
communities and that it would be difficult to have a common view.  In 
particular, the issue of timescales was raised - SMPs look ahead 50-100 
years and the Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) 30 years so it might prove 
difficult for them to be joined up.  However, the North West RSS example 
shows that it is possible to do this.  It was also felt that SMPs and RSS should 
link both ways in that SMPs should reflect the economic objectives in the 
RSS.     
 
Similarly, it was felt that Local Development Frameworks (LDFs) needed to 
take better account of coastal change by ensuring that SMPs feed in.  LDFs 
needed to look to the long-term and align with national and regional policy 
statements.  Delegates expressed a desire for more regional guidance on 
how to do this.  One constraint highlighted was the difficulty around predicting 
the speed of change. 
 
In terms of the cost-benefit analysis, there was broad understanding that 
better valuations would shift values up everywhere and therefore probably 
result in the same schemes being funded.  However, there was broad 
agreement that better valuation would build confidence in the economic 
assessment elements of the SMP process amongst the communities affected.  
The group felt that the value of loss should be considered in the SMP 
process, particularly the production of food from agricultural land over SMP 
timescales and the value of the wildlife and natural habitats which will be 
squeezed.  There will also be a gain in “planning value” for land further back 
which might be used for relocation. 
 
One delegate highlighted that when North Norfolk District Council had asked 
communities to consider their future in the light of coastal change, they were 
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able to see a future in a different spatial position but only with time for 
adaptation.  This suggested that time needs to be bought (10 years in the 
case of North Norfolk) to allow public bodies enough time to find better 
solutions.  There was also a need to discuss with communities who would not 
be affected for 20/30 years as this would allow time for adaptation. 
 
In discussing regeneration in the light of coastal change, there was broad 
agreement that there shouldn’t be extra criteria applied but that the “dynamics 
of the area” criterion would be particularly important for coastal regeneration – 
this would cover peripherality as well as coastal change.  It was felt that this 
criterion would therefore be the most important for coastal regeneration. 
 
When considering deprivation as a criterion, it was pointed out that coastal 
change in itself creates a feed-back loop of deprivation through the impacts of 
policies such as not to defend starting the process of blight.  Consideration 
should therefore be given to these effects when determining regional 
regeneration priorities. 
 
It was pointed out by some delegates that regeneration on the coast can be 
more expensive than inland – for example quayside developments are 
expensive and there tend to be larger areas of public realm.  This is not a 
criterion but is a consideration in dividing up a limited regeneration pot. 
 
It was felt that the criteria in the Regeneration Framework provide an 
opportunity for the region to make the case for coastal regeneration – this 
could be reflected in a closer relationship between the Regional Economic 
Strategy (RES) and implementation of the Regeneration Framework. 
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4.4 Presentations on learning from other regions 

 
Birgit Snoeren set out the European approach to Integrated Coastal Zone 
Management (ICZM).  She highlighted the “difference” of the coast compared 
to inland areas across Europe as it has generally a higher concentration of 
people and is faster-growing.  This increases the need for policy integration 
more than is necessary in an inland area.  She also highlighted the integration 
of coastal thinking into EU maritime policy and the inconsistent approach 
across the EU to the use and sharing of coastal information. 
 
Caroline Salthouse explained how the North West was tackling coastal issues 
through its Regional Coastal Forum.  She set out the genesis of the forum and 
its work programme including how it had acted as a drafting body for a coastal 
chapter in the North West Regional Spatial Strategy.  She also highlighted the 
challenges which the forum had faced and how the region had overcome 
them. 
 
In the panel discussion which followed, delegates asked questions relating to 
future EU guidance on ICZM and how the North West had dealt with 
communications and the issues which the East was facing.   
 
In response the panel highlighted a project which the European Commission 
is currently running to pull together evidence on ICZM.  This will include the 
production of guidance.  The analysis is themed rather than by country. Four 
themes have been suggested, including spatial planning and communications.  
The Coastal Co-ordination Centre in Flanders (Belgium) was suggested as a 
good example of essential communications work across Local Authorities to 
citizens. 
 
The North West Forum has coordinated activities on applying for European 
funding but has not acted as the accountable body due to its lack of legal 
status.  It is helpful when seeking funding for the region and makes potentially 
narrower and more locally focussed events and activities regional, spreading 
the benefits.  In terms of communications, the forum has not sought to engage 
with communities, believing this is best done locally through Local Authorities.  
However, it has held conferences and published information on web site, 
focused at officer level and developed out reach tools for local communities.   
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4.5 Conference close and conclusions 
 
Tim Freathy summed up the conference proceedings as follows: 
 
• There is not one coast – situation is different in different coastal zones 
 
• One of the key building blocks for the future is the need to ensure that 

coast is properly reflected in regional strategies, including the Regional 
Spatial Strategy 

 
• The Minister’s interest and desire for a sustainable future for the coast was 

clear and she will follow up with her fellow Ministers 
 
• There is a great need and willingness to work together to tackle the 

challenges England’s East coast faces 
 
Finally, Tim asked conference delegates to flag up their willingness to tackle 
these issues together by seeking responses to a number of questions.  A 
rough count of the positive and negative responses was as follows: 
 
Has today given you a good sense of what the Coastal Initiative is trying 
to do? 
 
Tick = 48 Cross = 2 
 
Is local government restructuring going to hinder our progress in taking 
forward the Coastal Initiative? 
 
Tick = 25 Cross = 25 
 
Do you understand the challenges that our coast faces, both in terms of 
deprivation and in terms of coastal change? 
 
Tick = 46 Cross = 4 
 
Are you willing to work together to tackle these challenges for the 
benefit of our coastal communities and environment? 
 
Tick = 50 Cross = 0 
 
And will you use what we have discussed today internally in your 
organisations going forward? 
 
Tick = 50 Cross = 0 
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5: Board conclusions from the conference  
The Coastal Initiative Board considered the views expressed by conference 
delegates and the learning from the various presentations and concluded the 
following: 

• The East of England faces touch challenges associated with coastal 
deprivation and coastal change.  The response needs to be balanced and 
integrated 

• It is vital that the region works together to tackle these challenges – only 
then will the innovative solutions required be developed and opportunities 
arising from change be exploited 

• The conference demonstrated that there is a strong willingness to work 
together in this way with many delegates suggesting that they would take 
back the debate to their own organisations or planning to be part of the 
process of integrating coastal issues into the Regional Spatial Strategy 
and LDFs 

• The region needs to engage in a mature debate on coastal change which 
recognises that funding is limited and that it will not be possible to defend 
every currently defended section of coast 

• It is important that communities are part of the process of deciding their 
own future and that all possible funding opportunities are explored 

• The self-containment of many coastal towns is not sustainable into the 
long-term – such places need to be plugged in to wider economies in order 
to function 

• Some of our coastal areas face a self perpetuating cycle of flood/ erosion 
risk leading to lack of investment in infrastructure leading to blight and 
increasing social exclusion – which in turn creates conditions that attract 
deprivation – this feed-back loop should be incorporated into thinking on 
regeneration priorities 
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• Conference delegates broadly agreed that there are certain aspects of the 

Regeneration Framework which will need to be assessed alongside 
specific coastal challenges such as physical change and peripherality 
when considering coastal regeneration 

• We need to work harder to make existing decision making mechanisms, 
processes and governance work 

• Delegates expressed strong belief that there needs to be improvement to 
the Shoreline Management Plan process to ensure community acceptance 
and to improve the cost-benefit analysis.  Better valuation would build 
confidence in the economic assessment elements of the SMP process 
amongst the communities affected.  And the analysis could be used for 
other purposes beyond the SMP 

• A regional coastal forum could potentially add great value by bringing 
together decision-makers and discussing issues in a “safe space”; 
resourcing such a forum is the key consideration. 
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6: Conference evaluation 
Of the roughly 100 delegates, 63 were still in attendance at the end of the 
day.  Good informal feed-back on the proceedings was received on the day 
and about a third of delegates completed a written evaluation form.  These 
were analysed by the Environment Agency to put together the following 
charts: 
 
What was your main objective for the day? 
 

16%

21%

50%

13%

Networking
Policy Devlopment
Understanding issues 
Discussion

 
 
Were your objectives met? 
 
   Yes: 75 per cent 
   No:  25 per cent 
 
Some felt that there was not enough pre-event literature available and that 
their objectives for the day were only partially met. 
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What aspects were most useful? 
 

31%

34%

13%

16%
6%

Breakout sessions
Presentations
Action Planning
Networking
Improved understanding

 
 
Overall, many felt that the presentations were the most useful aspect of the 
day, particularly Caroline Salthouse’s North West Coastal Forum and Birgit’s 
European perspective.  The discussion in the breakout sessions were also 
thought to be productive. 
 
Please provide an assessment of the speakers’ presentations 1(poor) 5 
(excellent) 
 

Speakers Presentation Average Score 1 (poor) 5 
(excellent)
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Assessment of the usefulness of discussion in the Breakout Sessions - 
1 (poor) 5 (excellent) 
 

Average score of Evidence Breakout Session

0
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Orange Green Blue Purple

Facilitator Skillfullness at
steering discussion

Content of discussion

 
 
 

Average score for Policy/ Forum Breakout Session
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steering discussion
Content of discussion
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What actions will you take following the event? 
It was generally felt that although awareness had been improved - more work 
was needed to integrate the issues successfully into regional policy and 
planning and possible future links with LSPs.  Many delegates suggested that 
they would take this action following the conference.  It was felt that 
discussion with local communities and organisations and local authorities 
about what direction they want to take was also required and again many 
delegates indicated that they would take this forward through their 
organisations.  
 
What did you think of the Orbis Centre and it facilities as a conference 
venue? 
All responses about the Orbis centre and its facilities were positive. 
There were some comments about the light shining onto the screen.  It was 
also suggested that better signposting on the roads and directions from the 
station were needed. 
 
Further comments? 
“This event wasn’t very ‘inclusive’. Although numbers must be limited there 
may well be people who could have contributed who were not invited” 
 
“Good progress for this initiative – but we need to progress to firm, practical, 
implemented policies with funding asap.”  
 
”In order to build on the conference, I will ensure that our elected members 
are kept informed and ensure that Urban Development Companies contribute 
in the future” 
 
“The Coastal Initiative conference managed to create a positive environment 
for discussions” 
 
“It was very useful to have the European perspective” 
 
“Whilst not resulting in a clear overall conclusion, the day has brought to light 
a number of important issues for further consideration” 
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7: Next steps for the Initiative 
The conference provided valuable additional insight for the Board of the 
region’s views on the future direction of the Initiative.  This was used as the 
basis for developing priority next steps. 
 
7.1 Continued National influence 
 
The importance of the Initiative’s continued engagement with national policy-
making processes was highlighted very strongly by the conference.  The 
Board agreed that the Initiative should continue to use the strong levers 
developed through the partnership approach, including GO-East’s unique 
interface role between central departments and the region, EEDA’s lead for 
Defra amongst the Regional Development Agencies and the Environment 
Agency and Natural England’s influence as members of the Defra delivery 
“family” to ensure that the region’s views and evidence were fed into the 
national policy-making process.  As a first step, the Regional Minister has 
written to Departmental Ministers to feed-back conference delegates’ views. 
 
7.2 Greater understanding of governance 
 
The conference suggested that coastal governance needed further 
investigation, building on the initial evidence pulled together by the Initiative 
and using the views of conference delegates as a starting point.  The Board 
agreed to develop further the evidence-base on governance by letting a 
contract to investigate governance arrangements in three case-study areas 
with strong input from Local Authorities in those areas.  The case-study areas 
were chosen to illustrate different coastal issues and display the following 
complimentary characteristics: rural, urban with regeneration issues, 
estuarine, environmentally sensitive, industrialised coast, retreating coast.  
The three case study areas are: North Norfolk coast, Great Yarmouth and 
Lowestoft, and the Blackwater Estuary. 
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7.3 Input to spatial planning  
 
It was clear that there was a strong appetite and willingness to engage with 
discussions on the future of the region’s coast and an understanding of the 
need to integrate thinking into existing mechanisms such as spatial planning 
processes, regeneration strategies etc.  The Board therefore needs to 
continue to encourage local and regional bodies to take responsibility in their 
own areas to ensure this thinking and integration continues.  A key priority in 
this regard is to provide strong input into the review of the Regional Spatial 
Strategy and the Implementation Plan for the RSS and Regional Economic 
Strategy. 
 
Norfolk County Council is therefore leading focussed input into the review of 
the Regional Spatial Strategy, in concert with the other “Section 4(4)”  
Authorities by letting a consultancy contract to draw together the views of 
these authorities on the current RSS “coastal” policy.  A workshop to pull 
together these views will be held in spring 2009. 
 
The Board also agreed that they would provide a Board response on behalf of 
the wider partnership to the East of England Implementation plan. 
 
7.4 Valuation of intangibles  
 
The conference reinforced the view expressed by Globe that the region 
needed to gain a better understanding of the environmental “value” of the 
coast to feed into Shoreline Management Planning.  Although the conference 
recognised that improving valuation is unlikely to change outcomes 
dramatically, the Board agreed that improved valuation was a key priority for 
the Initiative going forward.  The Board therefore agreed to provide expertise 
and ideas to the East of England Environment Forum’s project on “Valuing 
Ecosystems Services” as a first step to improving valuation of coastal 
(particularly intangible) assets.  Following that contract, which will look at the 
Blackwater Estuary as a coastal case-study, the Board will consider whether 
further evidence is required. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.5 Ensuring the whole coastal sub-region is appropriately represented 
 
The Coastal Initiative Board membership includes Suffolk Coastal District 
Council to represent the region’s Local Authorities.  Other Districts are 
engaged in the Initiative through being members of steering groups for 
specific pieces of work but it was felt that representation from the south of the 
region was not always as strong.  The Board therefore agreed to invite Essex 
County Council to join the Board and lead some work on coastal regeneration. 
 
7.6 Regeneration approaches 
 
The conference clearly showed delegates’ views that there are tensions 
between regeneration and coastal change approaches which need to be 
reconciled.  The Board had considered the possibility of a “regeneration” work 
stream before the conference to investigate options for regeneration of 
coastal communities in the light of coastal change.  The conference 
strengthened the case for this work and the Board therefore agreed to 
develop an approach to considering questions around the interaction of 
regeneration with coastal change via a study to recommend potential options.  
The Board agreed to ask Essex County Council to lead this work and to share 
the specification widely with national colleagues and via networks such as the 
Coastal Communities Alliance, of which a number of the region’s coastal 
authorities are members.  
 
7.7 Improved understanding of risk 
 
The conference showed that Local Authority understanding of coastal risk is 
high even if sometimes the precise level of risk is disputed.  And many 
communities have a high level of understanding of the risks posed by coastal 
change and its drivers.  However, community understanding is patchy 
particularly where communities are not immediately affected by change.  
Engagement tends to focus around specific events or developments rather 
than an ongoing continuous activity.  As community leaders, Local Authorities 
are best-placed to develop greater levels of understanding amongst the 
communities they serve but may require greater support in order to do so.  
The Coastal Initiative Board therefore agreed to seek ways of providing this 
greater level of support to Local Authorities in engaging their communities in 
understanding long-term risk. 
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7.8 First steps towards a regional network or forum 
 
There was strong appetite, particularly following the presentation from the 
North West Coastal Forum, to take the first steps to developing some kind of 
regional network or forum to maintain the partnership working and the 
conversation amongst the delegates about coastal issues.  Reflecting on both 
the conference and feed-back from the Regional Partnership Group, the 
Board agreed that work should begin on a regional coastal website as a first 
step to establishing an informed network or forum.  As a starting point, this 
website would use the existing Coastal Initiative page on the GO-East website 
and develop from there as resources became available. 
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Annex A: Conference agenda 
 

Time Agenda Item Speaker 

09:30 - 10:00 Coffee and Registration  

10:00 - 10:10 Welcome Chris Hilliard 
Regional Director GO-East  

10:10 – 10.20 
Introduction, overview of 
the Initiative and aims of 
the day 

Chair – Dr Charles Beardall - EA 
Regional Flood (and Coastal) 
Risk Manager 

10:20 - 10:40 
Keynote Speech – the 
challenges and the 
evidence  

Barabara Follet MP 
Regional Minster 

10:40 – 11:00 Presentation on the socio-
economic evidence 

Ivan Annibal, Globe 
Regeneration 

11:00 – 11.10 Presentation on the North 
Norfolk evidence 

Peter Frew, North Norfolk District 
Council 

11:10 – 11:30 Panel Q &A on evidence 

Chair – Charles Beardall 
Panel – Ivan Annibal, Peter 
Frew, and Michael Bingham 
(SRO) 

11:30 – 11:45 Coffee Break 

11.45 – 12.30  
Discussion of evidence 
and implications in 4 
break-out groups 

Four facilitators 
• Corinne Meakins 

(Sustainability East) 
• Jeremy Schofield  

(Suffolk Coastal District 
Council) 

• Kate Haigh  (EEDA) 

 

• Jonathan Burney  
(Natural England) 
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12:30 – 
13:20 LUNCH 

Presentation on policy change 
Introduction by Margaret 
Read, Coastal Initiative 
Project Manager 13:20 – 

13:40 
Presentation on Coastal Forum/ 
network 

Introduction by Tim Freathy 
and Michael Bingham 

Breakout Session 2A: 
agreeing policy inputs (two 
groups)  

Two Facilitators: 
• Ann Carruthers (Norfolk 

County Council) 
• Michael Bingham (SRO) 13:40 - 

14:10 
Two facilitators:  Breakout Session 2B: 

agreeing shape of Coastal 
Forum/ network (two groups) 

• Steve Hayman (EA) 
• Jo Worley (EERA) 

14:10 – 
14:25 Coffee Break 

European approaches to coastal 
management 

Birgit Snoeren European 
Commission 

14:25 – 
14:45 

The North West’s approach to 
coastal management 

Caroline Salthouse North 
West Coastal Forum 

14:45 – 
15:05 

Q and A Session on best 
practice from other regions 

Chaired by Charles Beardall.  
Panel – Birgit, Caroline and 
Karen Thomas (EA) 

15:05 – 
15:35 

Conclusions of the day, vision 
and Next Steps 

15:35 – 
16:00 

 

Tim Freathy, GO-East 
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Annex B: Proposal for a “virtual” coastal forum  
 
The need for a Forum 
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Annex C: List of conference and dinner delegates 
 
Dinner Attendees 
 
Deborah Cadman Chief Executive, East of England Development Agency 

Brian Stewart Chief Executive, East of England Regional Assembly 

Paul Woodcock Regional Director, Environment Agency 

Charles Beardall Regional Flood and Coastal Risk Manager, 
Environment Agency 

Dafydd Evans Eastern Area Manager, Environment Agency 

Robert Overall Executive Director, Essex County Council 

Chris Hilliard Acting Regional Director, GO-East 

Paul Pugh Regional Director, GO-East 

Tim Freathy Deputy Regional Director for Development & 
Infrastructure, GO-East 

Michael Bingham Head of Development & Infrastructure, GO-East 

Shaun Thomas Regional Director, Natural England 

David White Chief Executive, Norfolk County Council 

Caroline Salthouse Policy Officer, North West Coastal Forum 

Stephen Baker Chief Executive, Suffolk Coastal and Waveney District 
Councils 

Andrea Hill  Chief Executive, Suffolk County Council 

Richard Powell Chair, Sustainability East 
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Conference Delegates 
 

Philip Watkins 1st East Urban Regeneration Company for Great 
Yarmouth and Lowestoft 

Anthony Coe Anglian Eastern Regional Flood Defence Committee 
Chairman 

John Woolley Associated British Ports East Anglia 

Simon Hooton Director of Conservation and Countryside Management, 
the Broads Authority 

David Marchant CEO, Castlepoint Borough Council 

Steve Rogers Head of Regeneration and Homes, Castlepoint Borough 
Council 

Ian Burchill Corporate Director of Environment, Castlepoint Borough 
Council 

Cllr Ray Howard Portfolio Holder, Castlepoint Borough Council 

Jane Burch Regional Advisor, Country Landowners Association 

Alex Midlen Strategic Director, Coast-net 

Jim Leask Senior Enterprise Officer, Colchester Borough Council 

John Sharpe Chair, East of England Environment Forum 

John Yates Chair, East of England Rural Forum 

Sergi Jarques Customer Insight Manager, East of England Tourism 

Steven Smith Senior Development Executive, East of England 
Development Agency 

Strategy and Development, East of England 
Development Agency George Bennett 
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Kate Haigh Senior Executive, East of England Development 
Agency 

Brian Stewart Chief Executive, East of England Regional Assembly 

Jo Worley East of England Regional Assembly 

Paul Woodcock Regional Director, Environment Agency 

Jane Hunt Regional Strategy Unit Manager, Environment Agency 

Daffydd Evans Eastern Area Manager, Environment Agency 

Dr Charles Beardall Regional Flood and Coastal erosion risk manager, 
Environment Agency 

Karen Thomas Coastal expert, Environment Agency 

Steve Hayman Coastal expert, Environment Agency 

Robert Overall Head of Community Planning and Regeneration, Essex 
County Council 

Kevin Jones Head of Environmental Strategy, Essex County Council 

Keith Cheesman Programme Manager Community Wellbeing/ Later life, 
Essex County Council 

Philip Wilson Economic and Regeneration Strategy Officer, Essex 
County Council 

Birgit Snoeren European Commission 

Ivan Annibal Globe Regeneration 

Michael Bingham Head, Development & Infrastructure and Initiative SRO, 
GO-East 

Tim Freathy Deputy Regional Director, GO-East 

Margaret Read Project Manager Coastal Initiative, GO-East 

Chris Hilliard Interim Regional Director, GO-East 

Mary Marston Senior Planning Officer, GO-East 

Will Wiseman Assistant Regional Director, GO-East Midlands 

Richard Packham Chief Executive, Great Yarmouth Borough Council 
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Cllr Jim Shrimplin Environment Portfolio Holder, Great Yarmouth Borough 
Council 

Bernard Harris Service Development Manager, Great Yarmouth 
Borough Council Services Ltd. 

Scott Bailey Investment Manager, Housing Corporation 

Cllr Richard Atkins Planning and Economic Portfolio Holder, Ipswich 
Borough Council 

Ray Harding Chief Executive, King’s Lynn & West Norfolk Borough 
Council 

Geoff Hall Head of Development, King’s Lynn & West Norfolk 
Borough Council 

Cllr Brian Long Portfolio Holder Environment, King’s Lynn & West 
Norfolk Borough Council 

Jean King FSB Local resident 

Brian King Local resident 

Peter Garrett Countryside & Coast Team Leader, Maldon District 
Council 

Cllr David Horner Planning and Licensing Committee, Maldon District 
Council 

Hannah Richards Assistant to Geoffrey Van Orden MEP 

Simon Garnier Area Manager, National Trust 

Sarah Wilson Area Manager, Natural England 

Alan Bullivant Coastal Project Manager, Natural England 

Shaun Thomas Regional Director, Natural England 

Jonathan Burney Regional Advocacy and Partnership Team Manager, 
Natural England 

Paul Hammett Environment and land-use adviser, National Farmers 
Union 

Trazar Astley-Reid Project Manager, “Managing Coastal Change” 
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Barbara Follett MP Minister for the East of England 

Cllr Ian Monson Economic Portfolio Holder, Norfolk County Council 

Michael Hand Shaping the Future, Norfolk County Council 

Ann Carruthers Planning Strategy Manager, Norfolk County Council 

Phil Bennett-Lloyd Director of Planning and Transportation, Norfolk County 
Council 

Cllr Clive Stockton Coastal Portfolio Holder, North Norfolk District Council 

Peter Frew Head of Coastal Strategy, North Norfolk District Council

Robert Young Coastal Planning, North Norfolk District Council 

Michael Walker Chairman, North East Norfolk Coastal Parish Group 

Caroline Salthouse Policy Officer, North West Coastal Forum 

Hermione Lovell Public Health Manager 

Mike Lambert Chief Executive, Renaissance Southend  

Bill Parker Coastal Suffolk ICZM Officer 

Andrea Hill Chief Executive, Suffolk County Council 

Lucy Robinson Director of Environment and Transport, Suffolk County 
Council 

Cllr Guy McGregor Portfolio Holder, Suffolk County Council 

Graham Henderson Chairman, Suffolk Coast Against Retreat 

Cllr Andy Smith Deputy Leader, Suffolk Coastal District Council 

Stephen Baker Joint Chief Executive, Suffolk Coastal and Waveney 
District Councils 

Jeremy Schofield Strategic Director, Suffolk Coastal District Council 

Richard Powell Chair, Sustainability East 

Corinne Meakins Sustainability East 

Roger Stewart Assistant Chief Executive and Head of Planning, 
Tendring District Council 
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John Ryan Head of Techincal and Procurement, Tendring District 
Council 

Cllr Harry Shearing Portfolio Holder for Technical and Procurement 
Services, Tendring District Council 

Malcolm Scott Norfolk Association of Local Councils – Town and 
Parish Councils 

Cllr Ken Sale Portfolio Holder for the Environment, Waveney District 
Council 

Strategic Director Regeneration and Environment, 
Waveney District Council Stephen Archer 
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Socio-Economic Profile of the 
Coast of the East of England

Ivan Annibal

1 2

Our Approach
• Districts are the building block – comparability, 

consistency, cost – but finding areas where it is 
useful to “drill down”

• Economy - census, moving on to other sources -
reliability vs currency

• Spatial - housing, jobs, infrastructure (trends), 
employment flows 

• Environmental – SMPs (& work in progress), 
landscape character and designations

• Consultation and Scenario Planning

3

Coastal Districts of the East Region

Coastal Districts of the East of England 
Region are here defined as the 14 Districts 
shown on the map in light blue and are in 
Essex, Suffolk and Norfolk.

4
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Overall Coastal Commuting Flows 2001
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Coastal Sub Zone Areas

Coastal Zone A: King's Lynn and West 
Norfolk, North Norfolk 

Coastal Zone B: Great Yarmouth, 
Waveney

Coastal Zone C: Colchester, Tendring, 
Babergh, Ipswich, Suffolk Coastal

Coastal Zone D: Castle Point, Maldon, 
Rochford ,Southend-on-Sea UA, 
Thurrock UA
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KCDC Challenges
• King’s Lynn has a challenging role in coastal Zone A as with the 

largest proportion of houses and jobs to generate within this zone.

• Yarmouth and Lowestoft are likely to remain relatively stable in
terms of their self containment.

• Ipswich has a very challenging role to achieve significant housing 
completions by 2021 and is already under significant pressure in
terms of housing/jobs alignment with a net inflow (the only coastal 
district to experience this) of nearly 12,000 workers per day.

• Colchester is in an improving position; it is also performing well so 
far in terms of its housing completions and if it achieves the 2021 
target, will have a better ratio reduced from 1.4 to 1.24 jobs per 
house.  This however is still one of the highest ratios across the 
whole coast. 7

KCDC Challenges

8

Clacton and Harwich within Tendring are part of a pattern which 
suggests a modestly improving position in terms of the ratio of jobs to 
houses albeit starting from a low base of 0.76 jobs per house. This 
relatively low ratio is atypical and warrants further more detailed 
analysis to examine the relationship between a small economically 
active population and housing supply.

Southend is likely to move from having close alignment between 
housing and jobs 0.99 (being presently, by this measure, the most 
sustainable settlement in coastal Zone D) in 2001, to a relative
undersupply of housing in 2021 with the ratio of jobs to housing rising to 
1.16, although it is currently over performing against its housing 
trajectory. 

Thurrock is doing very well in terms of its housing trajectory and if this is 
achieved an improved alignment of 1.36 jobs per house will be achieved 
moving down from the 2001 level of 1.41.

Some key points

• Fourteen districts
• Scale: £28bn, 1.6m people, 30% of 

Eastern region, comparable to Northern 
Ireland

• ‘Chain’ linkage from district to district
• An old-fashioned economy
• Exceptions to each point we are about to 

make

FT Employment Rates (16-74)
14 Districts and Region

Adults with no Qualifications (%)
14 Districts and Region

Adults in higher-level occupations (%)
14 Districts and Region



Earnings

13

Employment Structure

14

Index of Multiple Deprivation

15 16

Environmental Issues
• North Norfolk – (Zone A) Coastal erosion – how 

to value these assets outside of traditional 
approaches

• SMP driven “cuspate” coast?
• Uncertainty of climate change
• Eccles to Winterton – threat to the broads or 

need for a new mindset?
• Sea rise impact/threat on Yarmouth and Clacton
• Future of Nuclear at Sizewell and Bradwell
• Wind farms and new environmental 

opportunities around habitat change
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To Get Coast to Economic Average 
of East of England

• Economically active up by 1% and to UK 1.9%
• Unemployment down by 1.9%
• NVQ3 and above up by 5.8% and to UK 9.2%
• Proportion of managerial and professional occupations 

up by 7.9% and to UK 6.9%
• Full time jobs up by 3.9% and to UK 4.2%
• To equalise difference in incomes between those living 

on the coast and those working there incomes for 
coastal workers need to rise by 10%

• VAT registrations up by about 150 (3%) to match the 
region and by 400 (9%) to match GB

Spatial

• Housing & Jobs alignment:
• 11,447 jobs in Zone A
• 10,068 jobs in Zone B
• 35,736 houses in Zone C
• 76,682 houses in Zone D
• 35% of houses should also be affordable.
• Definitive list of housing and employment 

sites affected by flood risk
18



Economic Scenarios for the East of 
England – Biodviersity, Flood Risk etc
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Environmental

Engaging with and developing SMPs, 
notwithstanding the tough choices which have to 
be made within them, is crucial to the 
development of a clear future for the coast. 

The Draft Marine Bill provides an impetus for the 
development of Integrated Coastal Zone 
Management. We believe that working with the 
EA, local authorities are well placed to begin the 
process of developing such plans.

20

High Level Recommendations

• Coastal Mainstreaming
• Coastal Proofing
• Sub Area Integrated Plans
• Economic Assessment in addition to 

traditional Green Book approaches

21
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Regional Leaders Forum

The North West’s Approach to Coastal 
Management

Caroline Salthouse

North West Coastal Forum Secretariat
Regional Coastal Project Officer, 4NW

Regional Leaders Forum

Presentation Format

• North West Region context

• Why take a regional approach?

• The North West Coastal Forum 

» What it is

» How it works

» What it does

• Challenges and solutions

Regional Leaders Forum

North West Region context

• Long and varied coastline – around 1400 km 

• Major population areas close to coastal areas, 
particularly in the region’s south

• Historic coastal resorts – Blackpool, Southport, 
Morecambe

• Thriving maritime economy – major ports and 
related economic activity 

• 2 World Heritage Sites, Heritage Coast, 2 coastal 
AONBs, National Park, 80% Natura 2000 status

• Dynamic, low-lying, and sedimentary coast,    
subject to natural coastal change and effects of 
climate change 

Regional Leaders Forum

Regional Leaders Forum Regional Leaders Forum

Partnership of Irish Sea Coast and Estuary 
Strategies (PISCES)

• Solway Firth Partnership

• Solway Coast AONB

• Ravenglass Coastal Partnership

• Duddon Estuary Partnership

• Arnside Silverdale AONB

• Morecambe Bay Partnership

• Action Ribble Estuary

• Sefton Coast Partnership

• Action Mersey Estuary

• Wirral Coastal Partnership
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Regional Leaders Forum

Why take a regional approach?

• Groundswell of political interest in ICZM arising 
from:
» EU Demonstration Programme leading to the 

Communication on a Strategy for Europe

» LGA’s Coastal Strategy consultation 

• Emergence of new regional governance 
agenda / bodies and identified need to 
engage at this level (PISCES lobbying)

• Research: ‘Integrated Coastal Planning in 
the North West’ commissioned by DETR and 
GO-NW to inform Regional Planning 
Guidance (May 2000)

Regional Leaders Forum

Establishment Phase

• First North West Coastal Conference held May 2000 -
strong support

• Merged with the North West Bathing Water                
Forum in Autumn 2002, Secretariat transferred            
from GO-NW to NWRA (now 4NW)

• The only regional Coastal Forum in England

• Promoted as a model of good practice in:
» LGA’s ‘On the Edge: the Coastal Strategy’

» the Wildlife Trusts and WWF-UK’s report ‘Just 
Coasting – An assessment of the commitment     
of the devolved administrations and the English 
Regions to integrated coastal management’

Regional Leaders Forum

Aim and Outcomes

» Well integrated planning and management of the 
coastal zone

» Economic potential of the NW coast achieved in ways 
which safeguard, enhance, restore and sustainably 
use our natural and cultural assets

» A high quality natural and built coastal environment 
able to adapt to climate and other change

» Improved recreational opportunities and visitor 
experience

» Improved well being of coastal communities

» Raised appreciation of the coast, its value and its 
needs

To promote and deliver ICZM in the North West to secure 
the long-term sustainability of our coast

Regional Leaders Forum

How do we work?

• Multi-sector partnership bringing together coastal 
stakeholders from the public, private and voluntary 
sectors on both the Management Board and task-
based groups

• Funded from a wide variety of sources 

• Management Board: 27 organisations,    
independent, biennially elected Chair

• Task and finish sub-groups, standing                 
sub-groups – membership as needed

• Business Plan and standing biennial Regional Coastal 
Conference

Regional Leaders Forum

What do we do?

• Influencing
» Consultation responses

» Technical input into other 
initiatives

» Assist policy development 

• Delivering
» Direct project delivery

» Assist development of 
projects

» Commission research for 
direct delivery projects or 
regional evidence base – sole 
or joint basis

• Information brokering: 
» Organise events -

conferences, workshops, field 
visits – sole or joint basis

» website 

» news distribution – general 
and targeted 

» Present NW work at events

Regional Leaders Forum

Influencing

• Consultation responses
» National marine and coastal policy
» EU maritime/marine policy

» Offshore renewables projects

• Technical input to other initiatives:
» CoastNET
» Encams QCA Review Panel

» Natural Economy NW

» Marine Spatial Planning Pilot
» Ribble WFD Pilot

• Policy development:
» Regional Coastal Strategy 
» RSS
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Regional Leaders Forum

• Direct project delivery
» North West Coastal Trail 

» ICZM Project

» Interreg (CoPraNet, Irish Sea)

• Assisting development and delivery:
» SMP2

» Coastal Groups work

• Commissioning research:
» Communities (new)

» North West Coastal Trail

» NW Fisheries Regeneration Study

Delivering

Regional Leaders Forum

Information brokering

• Events:
» Biennial conferences - Coastal Renaissance in NW England

» Joint events - Wild Places, Open Spaces, Natura 2000 in 
NW England, Sustainable Planning in the Coastal Zone

» Workshops - Irish Sea Platform coastal workshop          
and Coastal Trail seminars

» Field visits - Forum Skagerrak II field visit 

• Presenting NW experiences:
» CoPraNet international events, NE Biodiversity        

Forum, CoastNET events; Arnside Silverdale              
AONB conference, Wirral Coastal Partnership         
meeting

• News distribution – general and proactive targeting

Regional Leaders Forum Regional Leaders Forum

Influencing Regional Spatial Planning Policy

• NWRA set up ‘expert groups’ to inform initial policy 
drafting; North West Coastal Forum was asked to be 
the ‘expert group’

• Members helped to draft initial policies,           
regular informal consultation

• Members encouraged to submit consultation       
responses to the full public consultations;            
North West Coastal Forum also responded

• Process aided by placement of secretariat        
officer within Regional Planning Team – dual       
role; able to co-ordinate and liaise benefiting           
both North West Coastal Forum members and the      
NWRA 

Regional Leaders Forum

Coastal Policy Issues

• Used policies in RPG 13 as a base; removed 
duplication of national policy, remedied gaps 
but need to reduce number and size of policies 
– now just 2 – without losing the core value

• Debate over placement of coastal policy –
should it be in the Regional Spatial Framework 
or not? Is coast a valid sub-region?

• Future-proofing in uncertain times:

» National and EU emerging legislation, links to 
future marine spatial plan

» Climate change

Regional Leaders Forum

The Policies

• Regional Spatial Framwork: RDF3 – The 
Coast

• Environment, Minerals, Waste and 
Energy: EM6 – Managing the North 
West’s coastline

• The North West of England Plan Regional 
Spatial Strategy to 2021 is available to 
download via http://www.nwrpb.org.uk/
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Regional Leaders Forum

Key Points

• The existence of the North West Coastal Forum 
made it easier for the Regional Planning Body 
to benefit from a wide range of coastal 
expertise

• Final policies very little altered from draft – and 
not brought up at EiP – the reason why the 
policies were so well received: developed by a 
group of people used to thinking strategically 
and in an integrated way

• Marine & Coastal Policy Unit at Defra said ‘this
RSS is the best we've seen as regards an 
integrated approach to management of coastal 
issues’ (informal comment).

Regional Leaders Forum

Forum challenges

• Early years – salary funding was a problem so breaks 
between employment of an officer to drive it forward

• Not legally constituted – difficult to obtain funding

• No formal membership – partners come and 
go as organisations’ priorities change and                   
work effort is directed elsewhere

• Delegating down over time reducing 
decision-making power of the Board

• Partnership ‘drift’

• Uncertainty over current funding future

Regional Leaders Forum

Solutions
• NWRA/4NW agreed to fund (to 2009) and host POs 

(ongoing)

• Management Board review resulting in ‘Champions’
for work areas – better engagement, better 
attendance 

• Development of Business Plan – easier to see 
strategic direction, breadth of work and       
relevance to organisations, plus achievements 

• Partners have signed up for projects and     
delegated work, e.g. CoPraNet, Coastal Group

• Actively briefing new and returning members,       
re-engaging drift-aways, seeking new sectoral 
representation as appropriate

Regional Leaders Forum

Benefits – Expected and Achieved

• A regional voice able to influence at regional, national 
and international level: unique role in England is widely 
recognised and forms the basis of many formal         
and informal consultations

• One voice for local coastal issues

• Wide partnership representing wide range of     
interests: very active and engaged Management     
Board

• New opportunities for better understanding,           
joint-working and synergy  

• Linkage to policy development, and coastal information 
provision and access to wide range coastal expertise 
strongly valued by partners

Regional Leaders Forum

Contact Details

Caroline Salthouse
North West Coastal Forum Secretariat

Tel: 01942 776941
Email: caroline.salthouse@4nw.org.uk

Web: www.nwcoastalforum.co.uk
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European Commission - DG Environment

Birgit SnoerenBirgit Snoeren
Unit D.3 Cohesion policy & environmental impact assessment

EU Integrated Coastal Zone 
Management policy 

East of England Coastal Initiative 
Lowestoft, 13 October 2008

Context : why special attention for coastal zones ?

A concentration 
of people  

Context : why special attention for coastal zones ?

Economic activity of strategic importance

Context : why special attention for coastal zones ?

Rich biodiversity

Context : why special attention for coastal zones ?

Exposure to risks
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Context : why special attention for coastal zones ?

Scarcity of space

2007 renewed focus 
on integration …

EU Maritime Policy « Blue Paper », 
October 2007

• holistic approach to policy
making and implementation

• good governance
• knowledge based approach

• integration across land-sea
boundary :
“Coasts” are integral part of
Maritime Policy
Same rationale underlying EU 
ICZM Recommendation of 2002

Calls for: 

A strategic approach to coastal zone management and 
planning. Aim: achieve sustainable development. 

Based on common principles, reflecting good territorial 
governance.

Sets in motion: 

A process: 
- Development of National ICZM strategies, 

following a stock-take
- Reports to the Commission: February 2006
- Evaluation and Commission report to Council and

European Parliament June 2007

The EU ICZM Recommendation (2002/413/EC) 

Good outturn (14/20 
Member States; 70% 
coastline)
Progress 2000-2005; 
but mature ICZM still 
rarely observed
Reports show varying 
scope and nature of 
actions

Evaluation of the EU ICZM Evaluation of the EU ICZM 
RecommendationRecommendation

Further support to 
implementation needed

No need for a new or 
different instrument

Approach and 
Principles of EU ICZM 
Recommendation 
remain valid

Lack of common 
understanding of 
principles of ICZM
Knowledge basis –
use and sharing of 
information
Continued need for 
coherent EU 
policies/legislation

Evaluation of the EU ICZM Evaluation of the EU ICZM 
RecommendationRecommendation

More systematic 
comparative analysis 
and experience 
exchange
Strengthening the 
knowledge basis and 
use of information
Maritime Policy offers 
platform for coherence 
of policies

Priority themes for EU ICZM

Adaptation to coastal risks and the 
impacts of climate change

Keys: preventative, multi-risk approach
long-term/cross-sector approach
integration between prevention and response

Cooperation in regional seas context, 
including marine spatial planning

Build on new Marine Strategy Directive and ICZM
and existing regional seas structures
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Outlook for implementation
Adaptation to coastal risks and the 
impacts of climate change

- White paper on Adaptation to Climate Change (end 2008)
- Community Disaster Prevention Strategy (end 2008)
- Study on adaptation and coastal defence costs 
- Coastal erosion : CONSCIENCE
- implementation of Floods Directive

Cooperation in regional seas context, 
including marine spatial planning

- Marine Strategy Directive, EU ICZM Recommendation 
- Maritime Spatial Planning Roadmap (Nov 2008)
- Cohesion policy: trans-national cooperation programmes;
“Territorial Cohesion”; vulnerability index of regions

- Mediterranean: Protocol ICZM

Priority themes for EU ICZM

“White paper adaptation”: early action, reinforce resilience of 
systems; synergies adaptation-mitigation; principles for action, 
including solidarity 

Regions 2020, an assessment of future challenges for EU regions:
Globalisation
Demographic change
Climate change
Energy challenge
“Working at different scales and across administrative and sectoral 
boundaries remains a formidable challenge, but is central to 
achieving integration” An Evaluation of ICZM in Europe (COM(2007)308

Outlook for implementation
General, other actions

“Blue Paper” and action plan proposed by 
the Commission (October 2007)

Guidance for national maritime policies
Stakeholder consultation structures and
networking
Research strategy
Data and information (EMODNET, Atlas of the 

seas, socio-economic data ...)
Link “sectoral” strategies (transport, energy, 

tourism; environment)

Outlook for implementation

“No one-size fits all” ...

- Need for better capitalising on current practices (success-
fail factors, preconditions)

- Comparative analysis (policies, options, tools)
- Dissemination, Guidance
New dedicated action to support ICZM 
Budget 1M€, Dec.2008-Feb.2012
Key themes include: Adaptation to coastal risks and climate change

Planning and land management instruments
Institutional coordination mechanisms
Information and communication

Conclusions

•Continued need for
integration, land 
and sea
Overarching 
Integrated Maritime 
Policy

Key themes ICZM
- Risks/Climate 
change
- Regional sea 
cooperation

Significant policy 
development 
underway for 
various sectors

Main EU funding 
sources: Cohesion 
policy (EFF, RTD):
bottom-up process!

Support actions at 
EU level (best-
practices, studies)

and assessment / 
knowledge base

Possible follow-up 
to EU ICZM 
Recommendation 
2010. 

Thank you

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/iczm/home.htm
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MANAGING
COASTAL CHANGE
IN
NORTH NORFOLK

Where do we go from here?

Photo: Mike Page

PETER FREW

HEAD OF 
COASTAL STRATEGY

Photo: Mike Page

• The Problem

• Intervention

• Coastal Management Plan

• ICZM

The Problem

Why is Adaptation necessary?

Photo: Mike Page

Happisburgh

Failed defences

Soft cliffs

Caravan site

Houses at risk

50 years
25 years

100 years

Temporary
Defences

Photo: Mike Page

Estimated Cost of No Active Intervention

£180,000£890,000Rehousing costs (temporary 
accommodation)

£19,000£93,000Rehousing costs (admin)

£3.2 million£29 millionPoverty and deprivation

£4.9 million£11 millionStress (residents)

£5.7 million£26 millionRebuild costs (commercial)

£33 million£165 millionLost market value 
(residential)

DiscountedCash

Impact Type Estimated Costs
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What Could Adaptation Involve?

Need to manage the changes caused 
by coastal erosion
Need to reduce uncertainty about what 
will happen
Need to plan to identify where impacts 
can be minimised and where they need 
to be avoided

What Could Adaptation Involve?

• Roll back policies

• Rebuild assets

• Financial intervention

Photo: Mike Page

Roll-Back: Constraints  
• Physical constraints:

– Nearby/appropriate land for development
– Sense of place
– Services
– Near customers, supplies, markets, staff
– Transport links
– Attractive location

• Socio-economic constraints:
– No/low value of property
– Loss of community links
– Stress of move
– Disruption
– Uncertainty over future business planning

Rebuild Assets as they are Eroded

• Costs estimated at:
– Car parks: 4 to be replaced with cost per car park of 

£270,000 to £490,000
– Beach accesses: four beach access points affected 

with costs of £180,000 per reconstruction
– National trails/footpaths: costs estimated at 

£340,000 to £610,000
• Total costs of rebuilding these key assets lost in 

Epoch 1 only (to 2025) are estimated at £2.6 
million

Providing Assistance to Individuals

• Options include:
– outright purchase
– underwriting values
– buy and lease
– streamlined planning permission
– Government payback scheme
– coastal realignment fund
– land purchase 
– subsidised maintenance
– land transfers to lower risk land uses
– re-locatable properties
– physically move property (key, unique assets only)

Potential to Recoup Funds

£16 million

£6.6 million

£45 million

£18 million

6:  Compared with costs of 
providing defences without 
erosion elsewhere (£42,000 
per asset)
7:  at £17,000 per asset

Government payback scheme

Cannot be estimated5:  Low interest rate charged
Low interest loans to buy new 
property/land once property is 
eroded

£1.7 million

£21 million

£8.2 million

£180 million

3:  Sell land at £8,300 per 
property
4:  Rent land at £1,000 per 
caravan pitch

Outright purchase and demolish
Underwriting values
Relocatable properties in at risk 
areas

£180 million

£25 million

£420 million

£150 million

1:  Rent out properties at 
£10,000 per year until property 
is eroded
2:  Sell property at residual 
(market) value

Underwriting values
Buy and lease back
Use of property for time-
restricted use 

DiscountedUndiscountedApproach to Recouping 
FundsOption(s)
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Coastal Management Plan
• Buying Time

• Adaptation

• Planning

• Community Vision

• Guidance

Photo: Mike Page Photos: Mike Page
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